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Description
Versions should be deletable in the same way, as Categories.

If version has ticket assigned, RedMine should ask what to do with these tickets, in the same way as when deleting Category (delete
assignment, reassign to version etc...).

PS: deleting versions in SW projects is not so much usefull, but it's very important when using versions for milestones.

History
#1 - 2013-03-17 08:04 - Ivan Cenov
Deleting versions is implemented. Redmine asks "Are you sure?" and then tries deleting. However deleting does not proceed if versions have issues
assigned.
I think this issue could be closed.

#2 - 2013-03-17 10:05 - Daniel Felix
Agreed. Just one regression. It would be great of there is some option for managers:
- Delete version with issues
This should delete all issues assigned to this version.
Or/and another option:
- Unassigned issues after version deletion

#3 - 2013-03-25 15:50 - Dipan Mehta
Daniel Felix wrote:
Agreed. Just one regression. It would be great of there is some option for managers:

- Delete version with issues

This is very dangerous and shouldn't be a practice.
This should delete all issues assigned to this version.
Or/and another option:
- Unassigned issues after version deletion

This could be a better option. However, ideally I would 'move' the issues first and then proceed with 'delete'.
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#4 - 2018-08-16 10:56 - Dario Savarese
Hi all,
I'm using Redmine in medium size company (about 200 users) since 1 year, here we have quite an issue with versions.
We have like 500 closed versions and the issues attached to those versions are correctly closed but still attached to the versions.
So we cannot delete versions.
This is quite annoying because when we try to create a query we have to go through 500 versions to find the desired ones.
That's why I'm also interested in this issue. I see that this is still in "NEW" status, so any chance it will be implemented?
Ok this might happen because we have a Project with like 20 subprojetcs.
Can you please help us?
If necessary can you, please, explain what we are doing wrong and how can we do better?
Thanks a lot!

#5 - 2019-03-13 07:50 - Karel Pičman
And how about attached files? If a version is deleted and there are no issues attached to this version, files attached to the version are deleted without
any warning.

#6 - 2019-03-13 07:59 - Karel Pičman
- File versioned_files.patch added
#7 - 2019-03-24 03:30 - Go MAEDA
Karel Pičman wrote:
And how about attached files? If a version is deleted and there are no issues attached to this version, files attached to the version are deleted
without any warning.

I have created a new issue #31087 for the undesirable behavior. Thank you for reporting.
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